How to create Contributor groups using SharePoint Designer and assign permission levels to them

By Scott Badger

1. On the Site menu, click Contributor Settings.
2. In the **Contributor Settings** dialog box, under **Manage Contributor Groups**, click **Add**.
3. In the **Contributor Group Properties** dialog box, under **General**, type a name in the **Group name** box.

4. To assign permission levels, under **SharePoint site permission levels**, click the appropriate permission levels that you need to link to the Contributor group, and then click **Link**.
Contributor Group Properties

Folder Access

- Allow editing pages in all folders in the site
- Allow editing of pages in only these folders (and all subfolders contained within):

- Allow editing pages in the root of the site

Tip: Document libraries can be used to help manage content approval and file versioning. Learn about setting up document libraries for contributors.

Saving files
- Require saving images to this folder:
- Require saving other files to this folder:

Contributor Group Properties

Creating Pages

- Allow creating new blank pages
- Allow creating other types of pages from the New dialog box (File menu)
- Allow deleting and renaming pages and folders created by the user
- Allow deleting and renaming pages and folders created by others

- Allow creating new pages from these Dynamic Web Templates:

- Allow creating new pages from these Master Pages:
- Allow detaching Dynamic Web Templates from content pages
- Allow editing, renaming, and deleting Dynamic Web Templates
- Allow editing, renaming, and detaching Master Pages

Set page types... Add... Remove
5. In the **Contributor Group Properties** dialog box, click each category in the left column, and then select the setting you want to set to this particular group.